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this story is not an expansion of any of the games, nor is it a continuation of any of
the series, however, it does reference some of the original story and characters. the
story takes place in the same universe as the original sailor moon manga and anime,
but on a different world. the main character is not sailor moon herself, but instead it
is usagi tsukino, who is the younger sister of sailor moon. in this story, she is a high
school student who, with her friends, gets caught up in a fight between her and two
other girls in her class, who she feels are pretty and popular, and who are trying to

take over the top student role in the class. due to the course of events, usagi is
transformed into sailor moon, and her companions turn into their respective

counterparts. setsuna is first shown as a baby of some unknown age, born in an
alternate reality. she is taken in by mary (mary tachibana), a japanese housewife,

who lives with her husband george (george tachibana), a canadian businessman. she
is considered a miracle child, because she was born without arms and legs. mary and
george are later killed in a car crash, leaving setsuna an orphan. setsuna is taken in

by a local shaman, who raises her as a child, and name her ryo asuka. at some point,
she is captured by a group of youma, who have assumed human form. as a result,

her human personality is temporarily banished. the senshi rescue her and are forced
to fight the youma, who are masquerading as monks. after the battle, she is rescued
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by a man named faregg, who has apparently been kidnapped. he later reveals that
he is actually a youma who was trapped in the human form of a man, and is a former
member of nergal's oppositio senshi, who escaped by an alternate reality of her own.
nergal herself begins to speak with setsuna in her true form, and instructs setsuna to
become strong enough to become a real sailor senshi, to which setsuna agrees. this
leads to a battle with nergal and the other oppositio senshi, who begin using their
respective magic, and setsuna begins her training as a real sailor senshi. apsu is

seemingly defeated, but sin locates the dying sorceress begging to live. she forces
apsu to absorb her power, whereupon apsu transforms into the monstrous deity of
destruction and tries to destroy everything. faced with the overwhelming odds, the

sailor senshi prevails and destroys apsu.
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another aspect of the game is the player-character' view. at the beginning of the
game, the sailor senshi are normal girls, so their view is from third-person. the view
switches when a senshi's ep drops to less than 10, and they become their respective

senshi. this occurs for the player when a senshi's ep drops to 0. this is the only
chance to see the senshi transformed into their respective senshi. the transition is

animated, but is not nearly as smooth as in the anime series. senshi attacks: attacks
are used to defeat enemies and perform combos. each attack has a special property
called an "attack effect", which can either give the attack a property such as healing,

or make it knockdown. the level of the attack effect determines the damage that
attack deals. some attacks have a limited number of attacks, and each attack can be

performed in a different way. some attacks, however, have more than one way to
perform the attack. some attacks can be performed in a combo, and some attacks

can be performed in a sequence. some attacks can also use a special property called
"eternal moon", which is gained by performing certain attacks and can be used to

perform "eternal super attacks". sailor moon and tuxedo mask leave the school and
along the way, they encounter the injured sailor saturn and she tells the sailor senshi
to get to the desert of dreams. after sailor saturn's message, the senshi are attacked
by two youma but sailor moon and tuxedo mask, being the strongest of the senshi,

manage to destroy them. however, as they approach the desert, they are attacked by
the youma and sailor saturn can't fight them off. sailor moon says that the best way
to take care of the youma is to scare them and it works as she scares them off. the

senshi enter the desert and prepare to be attacked by the oppositio senshi, but then
they notice the rain coming down and the youma appear to have disappeared. sailor
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moon is unsure of what to do and tuxedo mask tells them to follow him. the senshi
follow tuxedo mask as he leads them to a cave, where he shows them the rose

crystal. the senshi are then attacked by the oppositio senshi and they are once again
saved by sailor moon, who destroys them using her black moon aura. after the battle,
they talk to sailor saturn who tells them that sin and her followers are after the rose

crystal. 5ec8ef588b
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